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 ONE       http://math.rice.edu/~lanius/Lessons/

Cynthia Lanius takes math lessons to a different level by adding a key element... fun!  With projects, 
activities, and real life math problems, this site is a must for changing up the math classroom.  This 
site can be used by teachers, students, or parents. 

TWO         http://www.lessonplanet.com/directory/Math

Lesson Planet has extensive resources for math teachers.  There are lesson plans, worksheets, 
puzzles, and software to name a few.  Designed for math teachers, this site covers a broad range of 
math topics from elementary to secondary.  

THREE        http://highschoolace.com/ace/math.cfm

High School ACE was designed with high school students in mind.  Not only are there interactive 
online games that could be used in the classroom or at home, but the topics range from basic Algebra 
to Calculus.  There are a multitude of links and resources.  Although designed for students, there are 
lesson plans and great ideas for teachers as well.

FOUR        http://www.mathforum.com/

The Math Forum provides resources for both teachers and students.  Teachers from elementary to 
college level can look up math resources, participate in professional development, and collaborate 
with other teachers.  Students can work with a math tutor, get involved in math chats, participate in 
projects, learn math tips and tricks, and more.

FIVE        http://www.aaamath.com/

AAA Math assists students and teachers with interactive math lessons for K-8 or up to Algebra.  
Assessment is made easy with results in one click.  Entirely interactive, students can challenge 
themselves with timed games or simply practice the basics of a skill.

SIX        http://www.coolmath.com/

This site is very cool! Not only are the colors exciting and bright, but the lessons are similar in nature 
and speak the students’ language.  There is a math dictionary, math practice, games, teacher forum, 
parent forum, and student success strategies up to Geometry and Trigonometry.

SEVEN        http://www.themathleague.com/

Ready to challenge your students?  The Math League provides challenges and contest for students 
grades 4-12.  You can see past contests and look up participating high schools.  Why not register 
your high school!  

EIGHT        http://www.funbrain.com/numbers.html

Fun Brain has created games to stimulate an interest in math.  With links for kids, teachers, and 
parents, Fun Brain is successful at providing support and offering alternate methods for teaching 
math to students of today.  The games range from elementary mathematics to geometry.

NINE        http://www.mathpower.com

Math Power was created by Professor Freedman, a community college educator.  Her site includes 
everything from homework worksheets to math anxiety tests.  Because the courses taught include 
elementary algebra and math fundamentals, this site may be used by middle or high school teachers 
to supplement their own material as well as assist students in discovering their study skills and 
learning styles.

TEN        http://www.mathgoodies.com

Math Goodies was designed for students, teachers, and parents.  It is intended mostly for middle and 
high school mathematics with links for worksheets, games, tutorials, articles, support books, and 
forums for both teachers and parents.

ELEVEN        http://www.webmath.com/

From Discovery Education, Web Math is an excellent resource for both students and teachers.  
There are math lessons for any audience, including anyone curious about using mathematics in their 
day-to-day lives.  For teachers, there are lesson plans and puzzle makers while the Parent Corner 
discusses topics such as summer activities and motivating students.

TWELVE      http://www.squidoo.com/k12interactivemath

Squidoo provides a list of math websites to assist students from K-12.  This would be a great site to give to 
students and parents for math help throughout the year.  From the famous Ask Dr. Math to BBC Maths, 
this site has it all.
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